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Abstract—It is crucial for cellular data network operators to
understand the service quality perceived by its customers. The
state-of-art systems deployed in cellular networks mostly report
service quality aggregated on cell site level, which is typically
an aggregation of tens or hundreds of customers depending
on the locations of the cell sites. In this paper, we propose to
enhance the measurement of customer-perceived service quality
by leveraging M2M devices as sensors in the field, which provide
an unprecedented opportunity for cellular network operators to
measure what end-users experience with better accuracy and
coverage. Our approach is to identify a set of M2M devices which
are stationary and communicate continuously over the cellular
network over an indefinite period of time. We use these M2M
devices to estimate the customer-perceived service quality during
cell site outages. We implement our methodology as a system
called M2MScan and evaluate M2MScan with both synthetic
outages and real outages from a large-scale operational cellular
network. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
employs M2M devices to measure the service quality perceived
by customers in operational cellular networks at a large scale.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation

The ubiquity of cellular data networks has fueled the rapid

increase in the number of cellular network users that connect

to the Internet for an increasingly diverse set of applications

ranging from entertainment, such as streaming videos and

online gaming, to commercial applications, such as online

shopping, to even some more critical applications, such as

VoIP calls. As nowadays our lives heavily rely on these

Internet applications, cellular data network providers need to

maintain ultra-high reliability and performance.

Despite the constant efforts by cellular data network provi-

ders in hardening and upgrading their network infrastructures,

it remains a hard challenge for cellular network operators to

assess the impact of service disruptions on individual users in

a fine-grained manner. For example, it is challenging to assess

the service quality experienced by individual users in a 100-

meter by 100-meter spatial bin during an outage. Under normal

conditions, each user is typically “connected” to a set of ne-

arby cell sites via multiple radio links for fast data transmission

and service redundancy. The users are “connected” to multiple

sites to facilitate seamless handoffs, which is the primary goal.

With such an inherent service redundancy mechanism built in,

the impact of a site outage may very well be “absorbed” by the

surrounding sites through a rippling series of signaling, with

the result being that users perceive no service impact. On the

other hand, it is also possible that users associated with fully

functional sites may suddenly suffer performance degradations

resulting from the sudden migration of traffic load from a

nearby site that failed. This makes the impact analysis of a

site failure dependent on its nearby site locations, antenna

configurations, power settings, user mobility, local landscape

features (e.g., hills, buildings), and a wealth of other potential

factors. Detailed modeling of each of these features can be

extremely challenging, if not impossible.

B. Limitations of Prior Art

On one hand, the state-of-the-art measurement systems

deployed in cellular networks typically report the average

service quality perceived by a large number of users on some

aggregated level (e.g., cell site level) [10], [13]. These cell site

level measurements are being used today for cellular network

operators to assess the service impact of cell site outages on

users in the aggregated manner (e,g,, in an area covered by a

group of cell sites). [7]. The aggregated service impact results

are sufficient for cellular network operators to understand

the importance of various cell site outages so that they can

prioritize the resources correspondingly. But the cell site level

measurement hits its limits when it comes to the fine-grained

service impact assessment at the level of 100-meter by 100-

meter spatial bins.

One the other hand, due to scalability constraints, only

spatially and temporally sampled user level measurements are

collected, which are typically insufficient for cellular network

operators to conduct fine-grained user impact assessment du-

ring cell site outages [14]. Accurate locations of these sampled

user level measurements are also hard to obtain due to various

technical constrains [1], [2]. Consequently, the fine-grained

service impact information is not easily available today to the

cellular network operators for them to effectively communicate

with users during an outage, which could potentially cause

prolonged user dissatisfaction and negative public image.

C. Proposed Approach

In this paper, we propose to leverage the existing M2M

devices deployed in the field as the approximation of human

users to provide the fine-grained service impact information
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in operational cellular network. We refer to this approach

as M2MSourcing in this paper. Our key idea is to monitor

communication activity pattern of M2M devices over the

cellular network infrastructure and identify gaps in the activity

to estimate quality of service perceived by human users.

The ubiquity of cellular data networks has attracted vendors

from the (M2M) device market to develop innovative appli-

cations that use operational cellular networks. Popular appli-

cations of M2M devices in cellular networks include: home

security provided by DIGILIFE, utility monitoring through

Smart Grid and transportation services by OnStar. Some of

these M2M devices such as those used by home security

applications, do not sleep and perform automated data transfer

to an application server in the Internet. This automated data

transfer between machines is commonly known as Machine

Type Communication (MTC). Service disruptions in cellular

networks directly impact MTC activity of M2M devices.

Additionally, some applications of M2M devices require the

M2M device to be fixed at a particular location. Examples of

such applications are home security, fire alarm, smart meters

etc. These applications require the device to be installed at a

fixed location and then communicate periodically to a central

server through cellular data network. These devices serve

as ideal candidates for monitoring service quality at specific

geographical locations. Given the location of stationary M2M

devices, network operators can monitor MTC activity of these

devices to estimate service quality around those coordinates.

Therefore, we propose to utilize existing M2M devices de-

ployed in the field as sensor nodes that are close to real users

to provide fine-grained service impact assessments at specific

geographical locations during cellular network outages.

In this paper we design and evaluate a M2MSourcing-based

fine-grained service impact analysis system called M2MScan

that monitors communication activity of M2M devices to

analyze and estimate the fine-grained service impact on users

during cell site outages. At a hight level, we first need

to identify a significant number of M2M devices satisfying

certain criteria such as stationarity, communication frequency

(always awake) and spatial distribution. Then we can utilize

the communication pattern of identified set of stationary

M2M devices to measure the user-perceived service quality

in different geographical locations to assess the fine-grained

service impact during cellular network outages. Our approach

consists of the following three steps:

• Identifying candidate M2M devices: We use anonymized

device activity and location measurements to identify a

set of M2M devices where each device in the set should

satisfy the following two criteria: (i) the M2M device

should be fixed at a particular location and should be

stationary (ii) the M2M devices should communicate

continuously with their application server. In this paper

we refer to this set of M2M devices as stationary and

active M2M devices or simply qualified M2M devices.

We use the qualified M2M devices as real-user sensors

to assess the fine-grained service impact from real-user’s

perspective.

• Profiling the candidate M2M devices: We profile the re-

gular communication pattern and location of the qualified

M2M devices using the anonymized device activity and

location measurements. The first 2 steps are done in a

offline fashion and typically need to be refreshed every

several months.

• Measuring temporal-spatial user impact: Given a cellu-

lar network outage, we use a non-parametric statistical

approach to infer the M2M devices in the region that

have discontinuities in their communication pattern and

the corresponding temporal aspect of the communication

discontinuities as find-grained estimation of service im-

pact on real users.

Our operational experience reveals that our M2MSourcing

based system M2MScan is able to provide cellular network

operators with accurate fine-grained spatial and temporal as-

pects of service impact on users during cell site outages.

D. Technical Challenges and Solutions

We face several key technical challenges in leveraging M2M

devices for assessing fine-grained service impact of cellular

network outages.

The first challenge is to accurately infer location of can-

didate M2M devices. Location of candidate M2M devices is

required for creating a spatial map. To deal with this challenge

we use approximated anonymized location samples which are

obtained by using signal strength of a device. The signal

strength is measured at multiple site locations and then through

triangulation the location is approximated. We use multiple

location samples taken over a period of one month for each

device and then select the most representative location sample

by identifying the medoid of the measurements.

The second challenge is to infer the temporal aspect of

service impact on users. Typically, the documented temporal

information in existing outage reporting systems reflect the

start and end time from the network perspective. For example,

start time of an outage is when the first cell site start failing.

However, different users could start and stop experiencing

service impact of the same outage at different times due to the

dynamic nature of the cellular network outages. For example,

different cell sites involved in the same outage could fail at

different times. Depending on the locations of the users, they

could have very different timelines of service impact.

To deal with this challenge, we utilize the communication

pattern of candidate M2M devices to infer the temporal aspect

of service impact on different users at different locations. We

denote the set of devices in region R as DR. For each device

d ∈ DR, we use p-value based statistical approach to compute

a score table P d
i×W , where each row of the table P is identified

by a start-time value and each column is identified by a

duration value. Here each entry of the table P d
i×W represents

p-value at a given start time and duration. We compute the

number of impacted devices for different values of < i,W >
pairs. The pair with maximum number of impacted devices

represent the start-time and duration of service impact on the

users in region R.
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The third challenge is to quantitatively evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of our approach. To deal with this challenge, we

introduce synthetic cell site outages in real data and used

M2MScan to estimate the spatial and temporal aspects of user

impact due to these outages.. We evaluated M2MScan using

three different metrics namely; accuracy of estimated starting

time, duration, and location of user impact. We also use real

network outage reports collected over a period of 6 months for

evaluation purposes. We compare the reported outage hours

with those identified by M2MScan and then measure the user

impact using frequency histograms.

E. Key Novelty and Advantages

To the best of our knowledge, measuring user experience via

M2M devices in a large scale operational cellular network has

not been previously studied. M2MSourcing is a simple cost-

effective yet pragmatic approach to measure the user impact of

cell site outages by discovering abnormal communication acti-

vities of stationary M2M devices. This approach has several

advantages over state of the art network monitoring tools. First,

there are no changes required in the existing infrastructure.

Prior approaches like Jigsaw and WiScape deploy sensor

nodes in the field to measure network performance [5], [14].

This kind of deployment for measuring network performance

for nation wide operational cellular networks is infeasible.

Second, a large percentage of M2M devices are deployed and

maintained by third parties, therefore from the perspective of

cellular networks there are no maintenance costs associated

with these M2M devices. Thus M2M devices deployed in

the field are free user experience sensors which can be used

to closely measure the user impact of cell site outages.

Third, M2M devices are stationary, which makes them ideal

candidates to understand the user-perceived service quality in

a fine-grained area. Prior work has shown that mobility of end-

user equipment can cause up to 79% difference in measured

throughput [6], [12]. Fourth, M2MScan automatically takes in

the new M2M devices after they become active in the field for

some extended period. This has advantage over prior crowd-

sourcing based approaches as M2MScan is not dependent on

manual input to obtain new measurements over time.

II. RELATED WORK

Prior work on measuring service quality of large operational

networks has adopted two popular measurement methodolo-

gies; user feedback, and user-level performance measurements.

Authors in [9] use a tool named HostView to obtain user

feedback and then predict service quality through passive

measurements of system and network performance metrics.

In [8], Jin et al. study the effectiveness of using a smartphone

applications for reporting service problems in large operational

networks. The authors use a Location based reporting tool

(LRT) to obtain user feedback about service quality issues

in cellular networks. User feedback based methodologies are

limited by the accuracy and completeness of information

provided by users. Furthermore, in such cases a feedback is

recorded only when the user initiates the feedback process,

thus limiting the visibility into network conditions over time.

Our work utilizes M2M devices which communicate continu-

ously, thereby allowing us to assess the fine-grained service

impact at any given time.

There is a significant amount of work on assessing network

quality by measuring different network performance indicators

pro-actively [6], [11], [12], [15]. Q-score is another service

quality assessment framework that quantifies service quality by

correlating network performance indicators with user feedback

in the form of customer troubled tickets [16]. Netradar is a

mobile network measurement platform that performs active

and passive user level measurements to obtain insights about

user-perceived service quality [17]. It measures signal strength

and relate it to user service quality. Jigsaw and WiScape

are client assisted wide area wireless network performance

monitoring frameworks that deploy monitoring nodes in the

field to measure network performance [5], [14]. In this paper,

we propose to utilize existing M2M devices already connected

to the Internet through an operational cellular network for

assessing fine grained service impact of cell site outages. To

the best of our knowledge M2MScan is the first tool to utilize

M2M devices for measuring the service quality perceived by

customers.

III. BACKGROUND AND DATA COLLECTION

A. Cellular Network Architecture

Figure 1 shows the UMTS cellular network architecture. A

UMTS cellular network consists of two main sub-networks;

the radio access network and the core network. Radio access

network consists of NodeBs which provide radio access link

to the user equipment. The UMTS core network consists

of two main components the Serving GPRS Support Node

(SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN).

GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) is used at the Gn interface to

send and receive data to external networks. The GTP protocol

is an IP protocol used in UMTS and LTE core networks.

In a UMTS network, a Packet Data Protocol (PDP) Context

is established between SGSN and GGSN for packet transfer

to and from the User Equipment (UE) [3]. At the UE side,

connectivity to the Internet is achieved by establishing a radio

resource channel (RRC) with a nearby cell site. Typically,

due to built-in redundancy of cellular network architecture,

multiple cell sites are available for RRC establishment.

Despite the built-in redundancy of cellular networks, cellular

network users can experience poor or no service due to a

variety of reasons. One of the major reasons is cell site

outages which may occur due to bad weather conditions,

power outages, cable cuts etc. During a cell site outage, users

in the coverage regions would connect to nearby correctly

functioning towers. Thus a cell site outage may not have any

measurable user impact i.e., users do not experience service

disruption. In worst cases multiple sites located in the same

geographical region may fail together and render services

inaccessible to some users.

B. Dataset

In this study we use data collected at the core of a nation-

wide cellular network provider in the United States. The data
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Fig. 1. Cellular network architecture

consists of: 1- M2M device activity over time 2- Approximate

M2M device location 3- Cell site outage information 4-

Blackout regions where users experience no service during

cell site outages. Note that all data sources were anonymized

to protect the privacy of cellular network users.

Device activity. The measurement system is deployed at the

core of a cellular network, it monitors the PDP context session

of each device. A PDP context that is established by a device

can remain active for hours depending on the activity of that

device. The measurement system creates a record whenever

a connection is torn down or the session length reaches a

specified time limit, typically 1 hour. For each device the data

set consists of information about data and call sessions. For

data sessions, each record consists of time stamp in GMT at

which the record is created, anonymized device identifier, PDP

context duration in seconds, bytes uploaded and downloaded,

connection type, cell and cell-sector identifiers.

We use this information to monitor the communication

activity of devices connected to the cellular network. Com-

munication activity is a good indicator for differentiating a

smartphone from a M2M device. Several M2M applications

required M2M devices to communicate continuously to the

application server. As a result PDP contexts established by

these devices remain active 24 hours a day and 7 days a

week. Therefore, by monitoring communication activity of

M2M devices for a reasonable period of time we can identify

active M2M devices. Furthermore, we use activity information

for identifying time lines of service impact for a given cell site

outage. When an outage occurs, M2M devices in the outage

region are unable to access the cellular network as a result

the measurement system does not record any activity for the

impacted M2M devices. By looking at the time series, we

can identify gaps in the communication activity of groups

of M2M devices. We assess service impact of an outage by

computing the fraction of M2M devices impacted out of all

the M2M devices in the outage region. We use this fraction

as an estimate of user impact.

Device location. For each device the data set consists of

approximate latitude and longitude information. The approx-

imate location coordinates are computed by measuring the

signal strength of the device at various cell sites and then ap-

proximating the location through triangulation [4]. Each record

consists of the time in GMT at which the measurement was

taken and the approximate latitude and longitude information.

The measurement system records multiple location samples

of devices over time. Multiple location samples taken over

different time instances are useful for identifying if a device

is moving or stationary. Using these location samples we can

create a map of active and stationary M2M devices which can

act as sensors for measuring fine grained user impact of cell

site outages.

Network coverage reports. We also have information

about network coverage of cell sites. Given a set of sites

we can obtain geographical regions which are expected to

be completely out of service (blackout regions). Additionally,

we use network outage reports recorded by various network

performance monitoring tools and by customer calls. Each

record consists of network outage ID, outage start time, outage

end time, type of outage(cell site, RNC, etc), list of cell sites

affected, technology of the cell sites i.e. 2.5G, 3G, 4G or LTE,

and cause of the outage (power outage, weather, etc). Note that

not all types of outages affect the device connectivity, therefore

we only focus on those types of outages which directly impact

user activity. We use this information to evaluate M2MScan .

IV. SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHARACTERIZATION

In this section we characterize devices connected to a

cellular network according to their communication activity

and mobility patterns. Our characterization analysis allow

us to differentiate M2M devices from smartphones. We are

interested in a specific set of M2M devices which satisfy

the following two requirements. First, the devices should be

stationary. M2M devices used for metering, building security,

fire alarm are installed at fixed locations and act as reliable

information sources. Typically, these devices use only cellular

data services and are inactive over the voice plane. A major

benefit of monitoring stationary devices is that service quality

landscape can be characterized more accurately. Second, the

devices should be active 24/7. M2M devices communicating

continuously provide useful hourly information about the

network accessibility conditions. Discontinuities in the com-

munication activity are clear indications of potential network

accessibility issues such as cell site outages. In the rest of this

paper we use the term qualified for devices which satisfy these

requirements.

Mobility characteristics. We first identify devices which

are inactive over the voice plane of cellular service for a period

of one month. This gives us a set of devices which are active

only over the data plane. Next, we utilize the location samples

collected during a one month period and calculate pairwise

distances between all location samples of each device. For

each device we obtain the median value of all pairwise distance

values. Figure 2a show the cumulative distribution function

of the median distance computed for each device. From this

figure, we observe three main groups of devices according to

their median distance; less than 100 meters, between 100 and

103 meters, between 103 and 105,and more that 105 meters.

From this figure, we observe that 40% of the devices which

are inactive over the voice plane have a distance of less than

100 meters. We also observe that a small percentage of the
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Fig. 2. Spatio-Temporal Characterization of M2M Devices

devices (< 5%) have a distance between 100 to 1000 meters.

Therefore, we consider all those devices stationary which have

the median pairwise distance less than a threshold of 100
meters. We also look at the density of stationary devices.

Figure 2b shows the CDF of number of devices present in a

single hexagonal coverage region (cell sites). The figure shows

that 80% of cell sites have at least 10 stationary device.

Communication activity. Besides stationarity we require

that the qualified set of devices should also communicate con-

tinuously overtime. This is necessary for continuous network

quality monitoring. A discontinuity in the communication

pattern of a device indicates that the device is offline. The

discontinuity can be either due to device application behavior

or poor network service. A device which has discontinuities

in its communication under normal conditions is not a reliable

candidate. For assessing service impact of a cell site outage,

we want to identify devices which went offline due to the

outage and not because of the application behavior. Therefore,

we filter out devices which have discontinuities in their com-

munication pattern. To filter out less active devices we simply

look at the number of records generated by each device per

hour. Figure2c shows the CDF plot of the number of records

per device over a period of one week. The figure shows that

approximately 18% of the qualified devices generate at least

one record in every hour i.e., 7% of the original set of devices

used in Figure 2a. These devices serve as our qualified set of

devices which are stationary and active over the data plane.

Geo-spatial characteristics. We next step look at the spatial

distribution of the qualified devices. Figure 2d shows the CDF

plot of the number of qualified devices present in a cell. The

figure shows that more than 60% of cell sites have at least one

device which is stationary and communicates continuously. In

Figure 3 we visualize the county-wise geographical map of

device density. The colored regions do not have M2M devices

that satisfy our criteria. On average majority of the regions

have 10 to 50 devices per cell sector. Counties with large

metropolitan regions have device densities greater than 100
devices per cell sector. These results show that sites located

in metropolitan regions have higher device density that allow

service quality monitoring at higher granularity.

V. SYSTEM DESIGN

Our approach is to monitor communication activity of

stationary M2M devices to measure service quality and assess

the customer impact of cell site outages. This approach has
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Fig. 3. Active device density

Fig. 4. Overview of system architecture

several advantages over traditional monitoring approaches.

First network operators can obtain a fine grained service

quality landscape of large geographical regions. Second, acti-

vity patterns of M2M devices can be used to identifying

time lines of service impact for a given cell site outage.

Third, M2MSourcing allows network operators to measure

fine grained customer impact of an outage. Figure 4 shows

the overview of M2MScan system architecture.

A. Activity Profiling

For each device we measure its activity on hourly basis by

looking at number of bytes uploaded and downloaded in that

hour. At any given hour, if the total number of bytes uploaded

or downloaded is zero then we consider the device as in-active.

We consider any in-activity as an impact on user experience.

We can infer the impact duration on hourly basis by looking

at the in-activity start time and end time. Figure 5 (a) shows

time series plot of some example devices impacted due to a

cell site outage. The discontinuities in the time series plot of

each device represent the durations during which devices were

unable to download/upload data to their application server.

We make two main observations: First, the impact duration of

individual devices located within the same outage region can

vary. From the figure we observe that all three devices were

impacted for different time durations. Second, a device may

be able to communicate inconsistently during the complete

outage duration. From the figure, we observe that Device-A is
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Fig. 5. Example devices

impacted during two different time windows. The observations

highlight the dynamic nature of impact of network outages on

cellular network users. M2MScan allows network operators to

monitor variation in impact durations and identify user impact

at a finer granularity both in space and time.

B. Location Profiling

We use location samples collected for each device and

obtain the most representative location sample as a device’s

location. For each device all location samples form a cluster on

the geographical map. We use 1-medoid to identify the most

representative sample of each cluster. A medoid is defined as

the most centrally located point of a cluster. Figure 5 (b) shows

an example of location samples and the medoid of a device.

The figure also shows the sites near the measured samples,

where majority of samples of each device are clustered toget-

her. We also observe outlier samples for the device, however,

medoid of the cluster is not affected by the presence of outliers.

C. Quantifying Temporal Impact

In this section we discuss our approach for inferring the

temporal impact of network cell site outages. We denote the

set of devices in a region R as DR. For each device d ∈ DR,

we monitor the device activity in terms of traffic volume on

hourly basis. Assuming two time instances a and b, where

b− a = N hours, we compute sum of traffic volume using a

sliding window of W hours. This gives N−W+1 samples of

sum of traffic volume between a and b. At time i we denote

the sample as Si,W , where i represents the starting time index

of sample window and W represents the window size. Next

we rank the N − W + 1 samples while breaking ties. We

use the N −W + 1 ranks to compute p-value at various time

instances between a and b using Equation 1.

pval(i,W ) =
rank(Si,W )

N −W + 1
(1)

Here i ≤ b−W , and W << N . For each device we compute

p-values for N values of i and M values of W . Let P d
i,W

contain p-values for all the set of pairs of i and W for device d.

We use all sets of pairs P d
i,W∀d ∈ DR to compute a frequency

histogram of devices denoted as Hi,W . We select pairs of

values of i and W for which we get p-values less than a

specific threshold th. We select the threshold th according to

the total number of samples between the two time instances

a and b i.e., W/(N − W + 1). The threshold is such that

the samples with smallest rank values are selected. The pair

with maximum frequency represent the start-time and duration

< St,D >, during which maximum number of devices were

affected. Note that the sets of devices belonging to different

pairs of start times and durations may not be disjoint i.e.,

a device may contribute to the frequency of different start

time and duration pair. We consider devices belonging to

the pair with highest frequencies for quantifying the user

impact. Algorithm 1 describes our methodology for obtaining

estimates of user impact start-times, duration and number of

users affected by a cell site outage.

Algorithm 1: < St,D >, |D′| = Estimate(DR, th,M)
Input: (1) Set of devices DR in region R

(2) P-value threshold th

(3) Maximum duration M
Output: (1) Start time, duration pair: < St,D >,

(2) No. of devices impacted |D′|

1 for i← 1 to N do

2 for W ← 1 to M do

3 for d ∈ DR do

4 Pd
i,W ← pval(i, W )

5 if Pd
i,W < th then Hi,W ← Hi,W + 1

6 < St,D >← argmax(H)
7 |D′| = max(H)
8 return < St,D >, |D′|

D. Quantifying Spatial Impact

To quantify the impact of a network outage we utilize the

list of devices obtained through the p-value computation. First

we obtain a spatial map of impacted devices, then we use a

2D Gaussian kernel to obtain a quantifiable measure of impact

regions. For a device d ∈ DR we compute the impact score

in its surrounding region using 2D Gaussian kernel centered

over the device location. We obtain the impact score as the

value of function Gd(x, y) defined as follows:

Gd(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
d

e
−x2+y2

2σ2
d (2)

Here x and y represent the coordinates at which the score is

being computed and x2 + y2 is the squared distance between

the device and the location. We define σd as the distance

between the device and its nearest neighbor. The impact score

of a device at x = 0 and y = 0, i.e., at the device’s location

is simply 1
2πσ2 . To compute the impact score at any given

location x′ and y′, we compute the scores Gd(x, y)∀d ∈ DR.

Using the values of Gd(x, y) we quantify the strength of

outage impact at any particular location.

VI. EVALUATION

We use real data collected at a nation wide cellular network

operator in our evaluation. First, we introduce synthetic net-

work outages in the real data and evaluate our system using

three different metrics: network outage start time, network

outage duration and outage impact in terms of fraction of

devices affected by the outage. Second, we deployed our

system in an operational network and estimated temporal

information of network outage events and their impact by

using device activity information. For validation purposes we

use external sources of information such as tickets generated

by user complaints and network outage databases maintained

by the cellular network operator.
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Fig. 6. Estimation accuracy of start times and duration of synthetic outages

A. Synthetic Network Outages

A naı̈ve way to simulate an outage in a geographical region

is to remove activity records of all qualified devices in that

region for a specific duration. In real outage scenarios, devices

in an outage region typically connect to nearby working

sites and remain active. Therefore, all devices in an outage

region are not impacted and they have different time lines of

service impact. To allow for real outage simulations we use

network coverage reports to obtain blackout regions. These

are geographical regions where customers experience complete

network outage when cell sites in those regions fail.

Evaluation data: We identified six geographical regions

covered by 102 sites and 1881 qualified devices. Each geo-

graphical region belongs to a large metropolitan city in the

United States. The smallest region consists of 3 sites, and

the largest region is covered by 37 sites. We obtain blackout

regions for each set of sites. Approximately, 5% of the

qualified devices are in the blackout regions. Using these sets

of sites and devices we created 120 different outage scenarios.

For each region we used device activity data for a period of

one week. The length of a real network outage ranges from

a few minutes to tens of hours. Since, our dataset consists of

hourly measurements we introduce synthetic network outages

of time duration ranging from 1 to 15 hours.

Outage scenarios. In each outage scenario, we choose a

set of sites and introduce synthetic network outages at a given

starting time and duration. For a given set of sites T in a

geographical region we obtain a set of blackout regions R from

the network coverage report dataset. These regions are 100×
100 meter boxes where users are likely to experience absolute

service inaccessibility if the cell sites in T are out of service.

Next, we obtain a set of qualified devices D, served by the

sites in T and identify a subset of devices Db ∈ D which are

located in the blackout regions. Finally, we introduce network

outage of duration d, at time t by removing activity records

of devices in the set Db. For simulation purposes we assume

that devices not in the blackout region are able to switch to

a nearby site not in the set T and continue communicating

over the data plane seamlessly. For each set of sites T , we

created 20 different scenarios with four different durations and

five different starting times. Each outage scenario serves as

the ground truth for evaluation purposes. Finally, we evaluate

the accuracy of assessing temporal impact by recording the

time and duration parameters returned by M2MScan for each
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Fig. 7. Estimation accuracy of user impact in synthetic outages

outage scenario.

Evaluation metrics. For a given outage scenario M2MScan

returns the < St,D > pair that has maximum number of

impacted devices. We compare the < St,D > values for each

scenario with the ground truth and compute the estimation

accuracy. An accurate estimate of outage start time duration

is essential for measuring temporal impact of an outage.

Here we define estimation accuracy as the percentage of

outage scenarios whose < St,D > parameters were correctly

identified. Formally, estimation accuracy is defined as:

EstimationAccuracy =
#CorrectlyIdentifedScenarios

#Scenarios
(3)

We also evaluate the accuracy of estimating user impact.

We measure user impact as the percentage of devices affected

during the outage time. For evaluating accuracy of user impact

estimation, we compute the fraction of impacted devices

identified by M2MScan out of the total number of impacted

devices. We evaluate user impact by looking at the fraction of

impacted devices correctly identified by M2MScan out of the

total number of devices actually impacted. Figure 7 shows the

accuracy of estimating user impact. We observe that accuracy

of user impact increases with p-value threshold, this is because

higher p-values allow devices with inconsistent activity to be

classified as impacted.

Simulation results. Figure 6 shows the accuracy of estima-

ting outage starting time and duration. We report estimation

accuracies for four different durations. Each group of bars

represent accuracies for different p-value thresholds. We also

draw error bars which represent the percentage of scenarios

whose estimations were incorrect. Top portion of an error bar

represents percentage of scenarios whose parameter values are

more than the actual value. Similarly, bottom portion of and

error bar represents percentage of scenarios whose parameter

values are less than the actual value. Overall we observe
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Fig. 9. User impact of real outages

that for longer outages estimation accuracies are better as

compared to shorter outages. For example, Figure 6 (a) shows

that the accuracy for outage scenarios with duration equal to

one hour is approximately 67%.

B. Real Network Outages

We implemented and deployed M2MScan at the core of

a cellular network and analyzed outages during a two month

time period. We analyzed 14 different outages of varying time

duration and different geographical locations. In each outage

more than 3 cell sites are involved. For all outages, the average

device density is 38 qualified devices per cell site with a

maximum of 145 qualified devices per cell site and minimum

of 20 qualified device per cell site.

We utilize information available in network outage reports

as ground truth of real outages. We evaluate the accuracy

of M2MScan on real network outages for different p-values.

Figure 8 shows average of absolute difference between es-

timated and actual start time and duration values. For large

p-values we observe large average difference that indicates

lower estimation accuracy. These results correlate with the

results obtain through simulations of synthetic outages. For

each network outage we also look at the user impact. Figure

9 shows the percentage of impacted devices detected by

M2MScan for all 14 outages. We also observe that for some

outages an increase in p-value threshold have little effect on

the percentage of impacted devices. For example, for outages

4 to 6 there is a small increase of approximately 1% user

impact. Our analysis also reveals that outages with large user

impact have large number of failed sites involved. For example

outages 12 to 14 have more than 10% devices impacted, all

of these outages have more than 10 failed sites.

We also visualize the histogram of start time and duration

pairs in Figure 10. Here the x-axis represents the start time

value denoted as i in our formulation and y-axis represents

the window size denoted as W . The hottest points represent

the start-time and duration pair for which maximum number

of devices are classified as impacted. We observe that for a

change in p-value from 0.01 to 0.02, the estimate of user

impact increases by two times. Also, we do not observe

significant shift in the start time duration values. However, for

a p-value of 0.04 we observe a small change in the user impact

estimate and large shift in the start-time and duration estimate.

These observations highlight that small p-values are more

suited for estimating start times and durations. Also, larger

p-value threshold provides better estimates of user impact.

However, the downside of increasing the threshold value is

an increase in number of false positives. The heatmap also

shows that majority of devices were impacted for a similar

duration and starting time. A geographical analysis of the

outage reveals that the outage occurred in a region with a

large number of cell sites located geographically close to each

other. Therefore, in this case either the devices were able to

switch to other nearby sites or were directly impacted. These

example show the potential of M2MScan to identify the fine

grained temporal impact of a cell site outage.

To evaluate spatial impact of outages, we compute impact

scores using the gaussian smoothing kernel. For each outage

in a region R, we create 10 random subsets containing equal

number of devices including both impacted and non-impacted

devices. We use devices in 9 subsets denoted as d′, to obtain

the impact scores G′d(x, y)∀d
′ ∈ DR at the locations of

devices in the 10-th subset. We then label each device in the

10-th subset as impacted or non-impacted based on the impact

scores. For a given device in the 10-th subset we obtain |d′|
number of scores. A device is impacted if the maximum score

at its location belongs to another impacted device, otherwise

we label the device as not-impacted. For 6 outages the impact

scores correctly labeled 85% of the impacted devices. For

remaining outages impact scores correctly labeled less than

10% of impacted devices. To investigate this variation we

look at the geographical map of device and site locations. Our

analysis reveals that due to terrain conditions and coverage

planning done by cellular network, devices located within the

outage region may connect to sites outside the outage region.

Next we discuss temporal characteristics of a special case

of real site outage. Figure 11 shows the heat map plots

generated from the frequency histograms. We observe that

maximum number of devices are impacted with a starting time

of 68 and a duration of 20. However, we also observe that a

significant number of devices do not have this starting time

and duration. For example, one particular group of devices

has the same starting time with a duration of 5 time units.

We also observe that devices belonging to the two different

impact durations are disjoint set of devices. This shows that

devices located in the same outage region can have different

impact durations. To understand the varying impact durations

we looked at the geographical locations of all qualified devices

in the region. We found that most of the devices with smaller

impact durations are located in the outer region of the outage

and most of the devices with longer impact durations are
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Fig. 10. Heatmap visualization of real outage for different p-value threshold
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Fig. 11. A special case of real world site outage.

located in the central region of the outage.

In summary, M2M devices enable us to analyze network

outages at a higher granularity in both space and time.

The impact duration and impact region of a given cell site

outage can vary both in space and time. These variations are

dependent on geographical terrain and cell site locations in

the outage region. Besides obtaining an estimate of outage

start time, duration, and user impact, M2MScan can be used

to characterize network outages and their user impact.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our design and prototype of a

M2MSourcing based monitoring system called M2MScan for

a large-scale cellular network. We first identify a qualified

set of M2M devices which are stationary and have consistent

communication activity using data collected from a large-scale

cellular provider in North America. We then use these qualified

M2M devices to measure user impact of cell site outages.

Our analysis reveals that impact of cell site outages is highly

dynamic in space and time. We show that M2MScan is highly

effective in estimating temporal impact of cell site outages.

M2MScan is also useful in estimating percentage of users

impacted due to a cell site outage. Spatial impact is highly

dynamic due to geographical terrain and site locations, devices

tend to handoffs to nearby working cell sites and remain

active even if they are in the outage region To the best of

our knowledge, large scale cellular network monitoring using

M2M device at operational cellular networks has not been

previously studied.
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